


Messages in a Bottle, Branch Isole, Mana'o Publishing, 2008, 0974769290, 9780974769295, 124 pages.
MESSAGES IN A BOTTLE is a collection of short stories with Adult themes revealed through voyeurism
poetry. MESSAGES IN A BOTTLE is crafted to encourage purposeful thinking. MESSAGES IN A BOTTLE
is about mind, spirit and emotions. MESSAGES IN A BOTTLE will produce laughter and tears. MESSAGES
IN A BOTTLE is for those who wander and search. MESSAGES IN A BOTTLE may open passageway doors
for you. MESSAGES IN A BOTTLE is an eclectic blend of poems for today's adult reader. One poem for
each week of the year. Many poets use slam to get the attention of the audience. MESSAGES IN A BOTTLE
uses brevity to get the attention of the mind and senses. MESSAGES IN A BOTTLE contains adult material
and language, some of which is sexual in nature. It is intended for mature audiences only.. 
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Reflections on Chrome Parking Lot Confessions in Poetic Prose, Branch Isole, Jan 1, 2006, Poetry, 116 pages.
Reflections on Chrome is a collection of short stories with adult themes revealed through the voyeurism of
poetic prose. Reflections on Chrome is designed to encourage ....

The Witch and the Vampire , Fawn Lowery, 2008, Fiction, 424 pages. Vampires, Witches, Demons and
Humans... Love, Magic, Bloodlust, and Desire THE WITCH AND THE VAMPIRE - Book 1 - Modern-day
witch, Ronna Gentry doesn't ride a broom-but she can ....

The External Combustion Engine , Michael Ives, Jan 1, 2005, Poetry, 125 pages. Poetry. "Michael Ives's
cunningly quarried prose plinths are stippled with the comedy and cruelty of Marcel Duchamp's and Raymond
Roussel's wildest inventions. Move over ....

Saccharin and Plastic Band AIDS Comments in Poetic Prose , Branch Isole, 2009, Poetry, 148 pages. We live
in a time when 'flash' has inevitably overtaken substance. The evolution of our post modern social experiment
continues to be driven by imitation, in lieu of avant ....

God...i Believe , Branch Isole, Jan 1, 2007, Religion, 176 pages. In this work, the author reflects upon how
God speaks to believers and has a plan for everyone's lives to be full of blessings. (Christian).

You are the Message , Roger Ailes, 1989, Business & Economics, 223 pages. The author presents simple
concepts and practical techniques for improving natural communication abilities and reveals communications
secrets he has learned from successful and ....

New Messiahs , Henry Israeli, Oct 1, 2002, Poetry, 56 pages. "All is in this book: our lives from hour to hour,
the memories that define us, love, redemption...But in the end the question still remains: "Who will come to
bury / he who ....

So you want to live in HawaiÐšÂ»i a guide to settling and succeeding in the islands, Toni Polancy, G. Brad
(PHT) Lewis, Matt Thayer, Nov 1, 1998, History, 304 pages. .

Dissent Voices of Conscience, Ann Wright, Susan L. Dixon, 2008, History, 278 pages. Shares uplifting
profiles of government officials who have risked their careers and safety to speak out against the war in Iraq
and reveal the Bush administration's misdeeds ....

Outpost - A Collection of Poems , Abbott Ikeler, Jun 1, 2007, Poetry, 112 pages. The settings of these poems
are not 'poetic'--the suburbs, the commuter's routine, the sad pilgrimage from anticipation to regret, from the
promise of life to the certainty of ....

Moon Spotlight Wisconsin's Door County , Thomas Huhti, May 31, 2011, History, 95 pages. Moon Spotlight
WisconsinÐ²Ð‚â„¢s Door County is a 95-page compact guide covering Sturgeon Bay, Lakeside, Bayside,
Washington Island and Rock Island. Author Thomas Huhti offers ....

Barking Geckos , Branch Isole, Jan 1, 2004, Poetry, 148 pages. Barking Gecko is stories presented in poetic
prose. Barking Geckos is a collection of Contemporary Adult themes, which invites the reader into a balance
of mind, body and soul ....
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False confessions a life in HawaiÐšÂ»i, Paul Wood, 2002, Travel, 222 pages. .

Astronauts and other stories , Matthew Iribarne, Jun 12, 2001, Fiction, 318 pages. A debut anthology of short
fiction explores the shared secrets and quiet moments of reflection that transform human life, in stories that
explore such themes as mental illness ....

The Gospel According to Moses What My Jewish Friends Taught Me about Jesus, Athol Dickson, May 1,
2003, Religion, 268 pages. Explores specific commonalities and differences between the Christian and Jewish
faiths, recounting how the author was able to deepen his relationship with God as a Christian ....
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